I. INTRODUCTION
Positrons are the most easily obtainable form of antimatter in the laboratory, but until recently they have been studied only in single-particle interactions. Recent progress in the development of methods for trapping and storing positrons' now permits the accumulation of a sufficient number of low-temperature positrons to form a plasma.
Positrons are of interest to plasma physics because they annihilate electrons and because, having the same mass and opposite charge, positrons and electrons can be combined to form neutral plasmas with a dynamical symmetry between the charge species. Discussions of positrons in plasmas have ranged from the slowing down and annihilation of fast positrons in hydrogen plasmas2-4 to the role that electron-positron plasmas might play in astrophysical situations.5 The theory of the waves and instabilities expected in these plasmas predicts a variety of interesting phenomena unique to particle-antiparticle plasmas.6*7
The accumulation of large numbers of low-energy positrons now makes possible the experimental study of such unique systems, and of the related case of an electron beam traversing a positron plasma.6 For electron-positron plasmas, both charge species are highly magnetized and one can go from a non-neutral to a neutral plasma by varying the relative density of electrons and positrons. Thus it will be possible to test new theories regarding the confinement of highly magnetized plasmas.
In addition to the motivation of studying plasma physics with positrons, the further development of methods to accumulate antimatter is likely to be crucial to the study of antimatter. At present, the only practical scheme for accumulation of low-energy antimatter is in the form of a nonneutral plasma.sp9 The availability of large numbers of cold positrons allows us to study, under nearly ideal conditions, a number of other important physical phenomena involving the interaction of positrons with ordinary matter. Examples include the study of positron-molecule and positron-atom interactions below the threshold for positronium formation. These phenomena are directly relevant to *Paper 316, Bull. Am. Phys. Sot. 38, 1933 . 'Invited speaker. gamma-ray astronomy. lotll The techniques developed here will also enable the accumulation of positrons for the production of antihydrogen.12
This paper is organized in the following way. In the next section, we briefly review the operation of our threestage positron trap. In Sets. III and IV, we discuss techniques to diagnose and manipulate plasma parameters. Section V deals with the physics issues relating to electronpositron plasmas, while the techniques that have been proposed for creating such plasmas are discussed in Sec. VI. Section VII deals with the use of positron plasmas to study a variety of positron annihilation phenomena. In Sec. VIII, we discuss future improvements that are being considered, and Sec. IX concludes the paper.
II. THE POSITRON TRAP
The experimental apparatus used in this work consists of a radioactive source of positrons, a single-crystal tungsten transmission moderator, and a multistage positron trap, with associated magnetic-field coils and vacuum system.
The source of slow positrons is a radioactive 22Na (7 1,2=2.6 yr) positron emitter used in conjunction with a tungsten moderator. This isotope emits positrons with energies up to 545 keV. The positrons impinge upon a singlecrystal tungsten foil where a certain fraction of them are slowed to about 2 eV.13*t4 The positrons are magnetically guided from the moderator to the trapping region. The total efficiency of the combination of source and moderator is 2X 10e4.
The first three stages of the trap, which is shown schematically in Fig. 1 , are formed by a set of eight cylindrically symmetrical electrodes. These electrodes form regions of decreasing electric potential, and they are constructed to allow three-stage differential pumping of the system, leading to three distinct regions of gas pressure. The high-pressure region (stage I) has a typical pressure of 10v3 Torr. The pressure in the middle region (stage II) is typically of the order of 10v4 Torr. Stage III forms the trapping region where the positrons are accumulated, and is operated at approximately 1 X 10e6 Torr. The electrode geometry of the third stage shown in Fig. 1 the highly successful experiments by Malmberg, Driscoll, and collaborators to confine pure-electron plasmas.15*'6 A magnetic field is applied along the axis of the trap using solenoids and is typically operated at approximately 1400 G.
Positrons enter the trap through stage I and accumulate in stage III by a series of inelastic collisions [designated " A", "B" and "C" in Fig. 1 (a) ]. The positrons trapped in region III cool to room temperature in a few seconds and form a plasma, which can be diagnosed and manipulated as described below.
Recently, we have added a fourth stage consisting of an electrode assembly with approximately hyperboloidal electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . This new stage has served three functions. First, it has enabled us to study the low-order modes of spheroidal plasmas. Second, it has allowed us to demonstrate the stacking of positrons from the third to the fourth stage. Third, by moving the positron cloud closer to the gamma-ray detector shown in 1 (b), it has improved the measurement of gamma-ray annihilation spectra from in situ annihilation of positrons.
During the past few years, we have systematically studied the physics of the trap operation and its optimization. The most recent improvement involved reconditioning the moderator by heat treatment in a low-pressure oxygen atmosphere. This reduced the energy spread of the emitted positrons, allowing the voltage difference between the moderator and first stage to be reduced from its previous optimum of about 15 V to about 9 V, which in turn reduced losses from positronium formation. This increased the trapping efficiency to 40%, i.e., to about twice its previous value. Further details of the operation of the trap and the trapping mechanism are given in ReE 1.
As shown in Fig. 2 (a), we are able to accumulate up to 1.6X IO7 positrons. The lifetime of positrons in the third stage is determined mainly by the annihilation rate on the nitrogen buffer gas and on impurity molecules. Using a liquid nitrogen dewar inside the vacuum chamber to pump impurities, we have been able to reduce impurity effects so that the lifetime is typically about 45 s with the buffer gas present and increases to greater than 1700 s if the buffer gas feed is switched off after the loading phase. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , which also shows electron confine-ment properties under the same conditions. Typical parameters for the positron plasmas are as follows: maximum number of positrons trapped, N= 1.7~ lo', plasma radius, pP-2 cm, plasma length, L-5 cm, positron number density, n-2X 10' cmT3, Debye length, &,-0.2 cm, number of positrons in a Debye sphere, ND -104.
III. PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
A. Density and radial profile Radial profiles of pure electron plasmas are commonly measured by dumping the plasma onto either movable c011ect0rs," arrays of fixed collectors,15 or concentric rings.'8 Recently, full two-dimensional imaging systems for pure electron plasmas have been developed. These systems involve the dumping of the plasmas onto microchannel plates" or phosphor screens.20
For our experiments, we assume the particle density n (r,z) to be independent of the azimuthal coordinate and we employ concentric ring collectors. We dump the plasma onto the collector plates by dropping the potential on one of the confining electrodes, and we measure the charge striking each plate using a charge-sensitive amplifier. This yields a measurement of the z-integral of the density. A computer calculation is then used to deduce the density from this data, assuming the density along each magnetic field line (each r) follows the Boltzmann distribution for the measured temperature T and the self-consistently determined potential @ (r,z) .
B. Plasma temperature
The plasma temperature is measured using a "magnetic beach" temperature analyzer, which was originally developed as a neutral plasma diagnostic2' and was later applied to pure electron plasmas.22 A bias voltage V is applied to the collector plates and the curve N( V) of the number of particles reaching the plates vs V is recorded. Then a magnetic mirror field is applied at the collectors and the curve is retaken. The curves are analyzed near their half-maximum points, and the perpendicular temperature in eV is found from the relation aN/aR kbT=-aN/a v 1 where R is the mirror ratio at the collector plates and is adjusted to be unity in the unmirrored case.
C. Diagnostics using plasma modes For positron plasmas, the various techniques described above requiring dumping the plasma are not desirable, because the plasmas may take 60 s or longer to accumulate. Using electron plasmas similar to the positron plasmas in size and shape, but with about twice the density, we have developed a nondestructive method of monitoring plasma parameters using the properties of the global plasma modes studied by Dubin.23P24 With the plasma confined in a hyperboloidal electrode structure [see Fig. 1 (b) ], the low-temperature equilibrium is a uniform-density spheroid. Dubin's cold fluid theory predicts the frequencies of all the normal modes of such a plasma, and these frequencies depend only on the plasma aspect ratio a, the ratio of plasma length to diameter. The theory has been verified by the Ion Storage Group at the National Institute of Standards and Technology for a few of the long-wavelength plasma modes of cryogenic pure ion plasmas.25 That group also used the technique to deduce the aspect ratios of cryogenic pure electron plasmas.26 At higher temperatures, the plasma pressure changes the equilibrium shape and contributes an added restoring force, with the net effect that the mode frequencies increase.
We have measured the temperature dependence of the quadrupole mode. The data in Fig. 3 for a typical electron plasma show that even at 300 K, the lowest temperature achieved in our experiments, the temperature effect is significant. In this figure we also show the frequency of the center-of-mass mode, which does not display any significant variation as the plasma is heated. This behavior is expected because the center-of-mass mode is not a collective plasma mode, but results from the bulk motion of the plasma. We can use measurements of the quadrupole mode frequency to observe changes in the plasma temperature or, at a known temperature, to observe changes in the plasma shape. 27 The latter app roach is expected to be useful for long-term confinement studies.
The total particle number is found by measuring the amplitude of the plasma response at the fundamental harmonic frequency of the trap. In the quadratic potential (a) Electron temperature, measured using the magnetic beach analyzer, during a cycle of RF heating followed by a gas cooling phase. At t=O, a 100 ms burst of RF noise is applied. Inset: detail of the temperature during the noise burst. created by this electrode structure, this frequency is a constant, and the number of particles is simply proportional to the amplitude of the response as long as the effects of image charges are not strong.
IV. MANIPULATION OF STORED PLASMAS A. Heating and cooling
The trapping mechanism that we use involves reducing the energy of the incident positrons by means of inelastic collisions with the nitrogen buffer gas. The initial trapping collisions involve an electronic excitation collision which reduces the positron energy by about 8 to 9 eV. The positrons then cool to room temperature by means of rotational and vibrational excitation of the nitrogen molecules. For studying temperature dependences of plasma phenomena, it is useful to be able to manipulate the temperature after the plasma has been loaded. For long cylindrical electron plasmas, adiabatic compression or expansion of the plasma along the field has been used. The compressions can be applied either as a single pulse or by oscillating the confining potentials at a suitable frequency. t8*22
We have recently developed a technique for heating the plasma by applying a radio frequency (RF) signal to one of the confining electrodes. In addition to studying the temperature dependence of electron plasma modes, it has also given us more insight into the cooling processes involved. In Fig. 4 we show the heating and cooling of electrons following the application of an RF heating pulse, which consists of broadband RF noise ( 10 kHz-10 MHz). Pulses of 0.1-l ms duration and amplitude -0.5 V are sufficient to produce significant heating, which appears to be stochastic in nature.
Using this heating technique, large temperature increases can be obtained in very short intervals. For example, if no buffer gas is present, the plasma can be heated from 0.025 eV to about 3 eV, i.e., by more than two orders of magnitude in less than 1 ms. If a nitrogen buffer gas is present, the temperature saturates at a lower level, typically about 0.3 to 0.5 eV, because the inelastic collision cross section for nitrogen increases rapidly above this energy.
B. Plasma expansion
For the study of plasma modes as remote diagnostics, it is desirable to be able to change the shape of the plasma in a controllable way. We have found that the most satisfactory method of accomplishing this is to reduce slowly the strength of the confining magnetic field B after the positrons or electrons have been loaded into the trap. This technique was first developed in cylindrical electron plasmas."
Figure 5 (a) shows typical radial profiles for the expansion of a plasma loaded with an initial magnetic field of B= 1460 Gauss, while Fig. 5(b) shows how the plasma radius, length, and aspect ratio vary with 3. The diameter of the plasma scales as B-1'2 [shown by the curve fitted to the solid points in Fig. 5(b) ], while line-integrated charge scales as 3. The reduction in the line-integrated charge density has the effect of reducing the plasma length, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Both these effects act to reduce aspect ratio, which is also shown in this figure. 
C. Stacking
In order to increase the number of positrons available, we have recently implemented the technique known as stacking." Positrons are loaded into the third stage for a period shorter than the lifetime in that stage, and then transferred to the fourth stage shown in Fig. 1 , thereby building up a denser plasma. The transfer is accomplished by dropping the potential on the electrode between stage III and stage IV, as shown in the figure, and at the same time slightly raising the potential of stage III.
The gas pressure is slightly lower in the fourth stage and, furthermore, impurities are more effectively reduced by the proximity to the dewar and the fact that the electrodes are at a lower temperature. This increases the lifetime, by about a factor of 2. In Fig. 6(a) we show the positron count in the fourth stage during successive stacking pulses of 10 s duration. In Fig. 6(b) , we show the plasma profiles after the first stacking pulse and after 20 pulses, each of 5 s duration. For easier comparison, the profiles have been normalized to their central value. These profiles show that the radius of the stacked plasma increases by only about 20% during the stacking sequence. Furthermore, this expansion can be explained by the viscous drag of the buffer gas, so the stacking process does not seem to expand the plasma unduly.
V. ELECTRON-POSITRON PLASMA PHYSICS ISSUES
A. Confinement studies Although electron-positron (e+e-) plasmas have been discussed in a number of theoretical papers, they have not yet been created in the laboratory. Such plasmas are unique and will permit the study of the physics of equalmass plasmas in ways that are not possible with negativeion/positive-ion plasmas composed of particles of comparable mass, which have already been created in laboratory experiments. It is difficult to remove small amounts of residual electrons from these plasmas, and these electrons can efficiently screen the plasma response due to the ions. An important feature of e+e-plasmas is that both charge species are highly magnetized. The e+e-plasma system therefore permits the investigation of plasma confinement concepts by varying the plasma character continuously from the single species to the neutral plasma limit, in the case where both particles have the same high degree of magnetization. The creation of e+e-plasmas in the laboratory would also permit experimental studies of electronpositron vortex dynamics. Such experiments would be an extension of vortex studies that have been carried out in pure electron plasmas by Driscoll et ~1. '~ 
Linear modes
Electron-positron plasmas have been considered theoretically by a number of authors. The simplest theoretical considerations involve description of the linear modes, which were discussed by Tsytovich and Wharton.6 Recently, this subject was revisited in greater detail by Iwamoto.7 There are a number of results unique to this case of an equal-mass, opposite-charge plasma. In particular, some of the modes are distinctly different than those both in pure electron plasmas and in conventional neutral plasmas, where m,(mi. For the unmagnetized e+e-plasmas, the Bohm-Gross mode is undamped, but the ion acoustic mode is heavily damped in an equilibrium plasma having T,+ -T,-. In magnetized e+e-plasmas, the dielectric constants for left and right circularly polarized waves propagating along the field are equal. There is an AlfvCn wave, but no helicon or whistler waves. Cyclotron waves can have linear polarization.
For waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field, the dielectric tensor for the cold plasma is diagonal. Thus the extraordinary wave is purely transverse, and it is the same as the transverse wave that propagates along the magnetic field. For the warm plasma case, there are corrections due to cyclotron motion.
C. Nonlinear effects
There are many nonlinear effects that are different in e+e-plasmas than in more conventional plasmas. It is expected that "clump" and "hole" phenomena, first discussed by Dupree and co-workers are more pronounced for the equal mass case.29 This can lead to a lowered threshold for instabilities such as the current-driven ion acoustic instability, that would exist in efe-plasmas with different positron and electron temperatures.
A number of nonlinear effects have been discussed by Tsytovich and Wharton6 One phenomenon is an exact cancellation of the coupling that leads to three-wave processes, so that Raman and Brillouin instabilities are absent. They also predict that, due to the heavy damping of ion acoustic waves, nonlinear effects, such as the occurrence of solitons, should be more prominent.
VI. ELECTRON-POSITRON PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
A. Paul trapping of electrons and positrons
The Paul trap3* is the only technique of which we are aware that can confine both signs of charge with long confinement times. Schermann and Major used this technique to confine simultaneously both negative and positive ions (I-and Tl+ ) with confinement times of the order of a few seconds.3* They found that a He buffer gas was necessary to achieve this good confinement. There are, however, potential problems in using a buffer gas in an RF trap with light particles such as electrons or positrons, Unlike the Penning trap where a buffer gas has a powerful cooling effect, in an RF trap elastic collisions act as a cooling process only if the buffer gas is much lighter than the particles being confined. This effect arises because elastic collisions with heavy particles at low energy result in large-angle scattering that dephase the orbits with respect to the RF field.
Inelastic collisions, on the other hand, will act as a cooling process in an RF trap. Therefore, a net cooling effect could possibly be obtained with a judicious choice of buffer gas. The ideal buffer gas would have as small an elastic collision cross section as possible and at the same time would have a large cross section for some inelastic process. For the energies of interest, i.e., -1 eV, the most likely candidate process would be vibrational excitation. This is also an attractive process for the cooling mechanism because of the large fractional energy loss in each collision. Several substances have larger cross sections for vibrational excitation than elastic scattering in the region of energies 0.1-2 eV; specific examples include CF4, SiH,, S&H,, and CCl,F,.
B. Electron-beam/positron-plasma experiments
Electron-beam/positron-plasma experiments are the simplest electron-positron experiments to perform because they do not require the simultaneous confinement of both species. We have constructed an electron gun and have commenced experiments of this type. The gun consists of an indirectly heated oxide-coated cathode with two grids for control of electron current and beam energy. The gun can supply controllable currents which enable us to explore the range of parameter space from n,+ 4 n,-to n,+ ?t,-. Experiments will involve transmitting the electron beam through a confined plasma with an axial potential profile like that shown in 
VII. POSITRON MOLECULE INTERACTIONS
The clouds of room-temperature positrons that we can now accumulate are ideal for the study of positron armihilation in a controlled environment. This has opened up a new range of positron annihilation experiments that can be performed.
A. Positron annihilation experiments
Positron annihilation rates can be measured accurately using positron plasmas in traps because, at the low pressures attained, two-body collisions dominate. Positron annihilation rates on large molecules have been found to be anomalously high,32133 probably due to resonant binding of positrons to the molecule. We have measured annihilation rates for a number of substances and have identified chemical trends which may help in understanding the binding mechanism.32Y34 Our newly developed capability of controlling the positron temperature now enables us to measure temperature dependence of the annihilation rates, When a positron annihilates on a molecule, the gamma-ray annihilation line is Doppler broadened as a result of the momentum of the annihilated electron. This broadening can be measured by high-resolution gammaray detectors. An example of the type of spectra that can be obtained is given in Fig. 8 spectra of astrophysical origin,3s'34 and may also give insight into positron binding on large molecules by providing information on the localization of the positron on the molecule.
Another technique that has emerged from our positron annihilation experiments is positron ionization mass spectrometry (PIMS). 36-38 The annihilation of a positron with an electron on a molecule can produce both fragmented and unfragmented ions. The masses of these ions may be determined by time-of-flight spectrometry or by ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry.
B. Astrophysical simulations
Studies of the energy distribution of astrophysical, positron-annihilation gamma rays show a narrow peak superimposed on a broader distribution. This is believed to result from the slowing down of energetic positrons by collisions with the interstellar medium. The broad peak is produced by positrons that form positronium atoms at moderate energies, whereas positrons which drop below the positronium formation energy threshold before annihilating generate the narrow peak. The widths of the two components and their relative strengths provide information on the composition of the interstellar medium.
It has been predicted39 that in clouds of atomic hydrogen, the annihilation linewidth and the fraction of annihilations occurring through positronium formation are strong functions of the degree of ionization of the gas. Positrons can neither annihilate with protons nor lose significant energy during collisions with them, so the positronium fraction is determined by the competition between energy loss by collisions with electrons and positronium formation by collisions with gas atoms. For sufficiently high ionization fraction, the energy loss will be fast enough that few positrons will form positronium in flight before the process becomes energetically impossible. The critical ionization fraction separating qualitatively different regimes is believed to be in the range O.Ol<n,<O.l.
This prediction has never been tested experimentally. Since the protons are nearly irrelevant to positron slowing down, a partially ionized atomic hydrogen gas could be simulated using an electron plasma and neutral molecular hydrogen. A positron beam could be passed through the gas-plasma system, and the gamma-ray spectrum of the resulting annihilations recorded for various beam energies. The virtue of this design is that the "ionization fraction" (i.e., the ratio of electron density to electron plus neutral H, density) can be varied by simply changing the H, pressure at a fixed electron density.
VIII. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
It would be desirable to increase the number of positrons available for experiments. In the present configuration, there are two limitations on the number of trapped positrons, namely, the positron filling rate and the positron lifetime in the final stage of the trap.
The positron lifetime is determined by annihilation on the gas and transport out of the trap. As described in Sec. II, annihilation has been found to be the dominant loss mechanism. The recently installed demonstration fourth stage has a lifetime about twice that of the present third stage and can be loaded by stacking the positrons from the third stage. We plan to construct a separate ultrahigh vacuum fourth stage with higher magnetic field to provide cooling by cyclotron radiation. This will enable us to increase the lifetime by at least two orders of magnitude over the present value and will enable us to accumulate positrons over extended periods. These large clouds of positrons can be used for experiments directly or can be used as a reservoir for pulsed experiments by repetitively extracting bunches of positrons.
The filling rate is limited mainly by the low efficiency of the tungsten transmission moderator. An attractive alternative to this type of moderator is the solid rare gas moderator developed by Mills and Gullikson.40 They obtain an efficiency of 0.3% from a 100 mCi22Na source using a solid neon moderator. Recently, they have obtained almost as good an efficiency from solid krypton.41 Using such a moderator, we could increase our positron filling rate by a factor of about 10, i.e., to about 4 million positrons per second.
IX. CONCLUSION
The positron plasmas made possible by recent advances in trapping techniques have sufficient size and density to be useful in experiments ranging from electronpositron plasmas to positron-molecule interactions. Improvements in plasma handling and temperature control and measurement have led to the development of techniques for the remote monitoring of plasma size and temperature. An electron-beam/positron-plasma experiment now underway is the first experimental study of electron-positron plasma physics, a potentially rich subject of importance to basic plasma physics and astrophysics. The new experimental capabilities also will allow extension of positron-molecule experiments to higher energies. These studies have found anomalously high annihilation cross sections for many molecules at low energies, with interesting implications for gamma-ray astrophysics as well as molecular physics. Anticipated improvements in the moderator and in the lifetime of the trapped positrons are expected to be particularly important for the experiments with electron-positron plasmas.
